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	Feature Extraction & Image Processing, Second Edition, 9780123725387 (0123725380), Academic Press, 2008
We will no doubt be asked many times: why on earth write a new book on computer vision? Fair question: there are already many good books on computer vision in the bookshops, as you will find referenced later, so why add to them? Part of the answer is that any textbook is a snapshot of material that exists before it. Computer vision, the art of processing images stored within a computer, has seen a considerable amount of research by highly qualified people and the volume of research would appear even to have increased in recent years. This means that a lot of new techniques have been developed, and many of the more recent approaches have yet to migrate to textbooks.

But it is not just the new research: part of the speedy advance in computer vision technique has left some areas covered only in scanty detail. By the nature of research, one cannot publish material on technique that is seen more to fill historical gaps, rather than to advance knowledge. This is again where a new text can contribute.
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Oracle Exadata Survival Guide (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2013

	Oracle Exadata Survival Guide is a hands-on guide for busy Oracle database administrators who are migrating their skill sets to Oracle's Exadata database appliance. The book covers the concepts behind Exadata, and the available configurations for features such as smart scans, storage indexes, Smart Flash Cache, hybrid columnar...


		

Isometric Game Programming with DirectX 7.0 w/CDPremier Press, 2002
Isometric Game Programming with DirectX takes you from zero to DirectX, literally! Beginning with game programming basics you will explore such topics as WIN32 programming basics, GDI fundamentals, fonts, regions and bitmaps, DirectDraw, and Game Logic. You'll then move on to Isometric fundamentals and methodology as well as advanced topics such as...

		

Computer Graphics and Multimedia: Applications, Problems and   SolutionsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Making sense of the extensive disciplines and sub-topics within computer
graphics and multimedia is a lifelong challenge. No one can be versed in
all areas at once due to the vast amounts of information that exists on all the
subject areas and due to the dynamic nature of technology. Inevitably, we
specialize. Programmers create...




	

Java Methods A&AB, AP EditionSkylight Publishing, 2006

	Once again, the Litvins bring you a textbook that expertly covers the subject, is fun to read, and works for students with different learning styles. In one volume, this edition covers both introductory Java/OOP A-level material and AB-level topics (data structures and algorithms). The book follows Java 5.0 and incorporates many other...


		

Developing Software for Symbian OS 2nd Edition: A Beginner's Guide to Creating Symbian OS v9 Smartphone Applications in C++John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Developing Software for Symbian OS 2nd Edition is an essential guide for anyone wishing to start de3veloping smartphone applications. The original book has been updated to cover Symbian OS v9 and changes to the developer environment, and now includes a new chapter on application signing and platform security.
    Steve Babin's clear and...


		

HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide, 5th EditionO'Reilly, 2002
HTML & XHTML: The Definitive  Guide, 5th Edition is the most comprehensive, up-to-date book available  on HTML and XHTML. The authors cover every element of HTML/XHTML in detail,  explaining how each element works and how it interacts with other elements. With  hundreds of examples, the book...
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